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The identification of cognitive biases has become an important measure of animal affective 
(emotional) state, and therefore, animal welfare. Negative cognitive biases can be evidenced by 
animals preferentially processing novel information pessimistically and judgement-bias testing is the 
commonplace methodology to detect such biases. As the use of judgement-biases has increased in 
the scientific community, concerns regarding the efficacy and repeatability of these methods has been 
questioned. This body of work began with the aim of identifying the effects that a common housing 
procedure would have on judgement bias expression in rats. However, after analysis of data multiple 
confounding factors were identified that were argued to have seriously impacted on validity of 
methods employed. Therefore, investigations in this thesis focussed on a commonly employed, active 
choice judgement bias test as used in rats. Confounding factors that have received limited attention 
in the literature have been applied to these studies. These factors include phase of oestrous, social 
status, housing density and space allocation. It was aimed to investigate if the judgement bias test 
employed can find practical utility in welfare assessment of the laboratory rat.  
In addition to investigating the effects of external factors on animal expression to the judgement bias 
test, investigations into the mechanistic nature of the test were also undertaken. Extinction of learning, 
which results in the animals failing to perform the test parameters, is a commonly reported limitation 
of these methods, as are significantly long training times often associated with their use. These two 
factors were also identified and studied in this thesis, with the aim of improving practicality of the 
judgement bias discrimination task (JBT) to allow its employment in applied animal husbandry 
situations. This thesis has identified many potentially confounding concerns of judgement bias testing 
in rats. Whilst evidence suggests that the JBT may never find practical use as a welfare assessment 
technique, it remains an extremely important indicator of animal affect. Improved understanding of 
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1.1. Review of Literature and Background to Project 
1.1.1. Animal Welfare and Welfare Assessment 
Welfare is a measurable construct that refers to the state of a non-human animal (henceforth, referred 
to as animal) in relation to its environment (Broom, 1991). Poor welfare has often been associated 
with animal suffering (Dawkins, 1990), and whilst suffering and poor welfare occur in tandem, poor 
welfare does not occur solely due to, or is always an implication of, animal suffering (Broom, 1991). 
Animal welfare has been best defined according to three main schools of thought. Whilst some 
theories of what constitutes ‘good welfare’ once comprised only one of these schools (Dawkins, 
1990), good welfare is now understood to be a factor of all three (Fraser et al., 1997; Boissy et al., 
2007). The first school is physical status and fitness - the attempts of the animal to cope with its 
environment (Fraser and Broom, 1990). The second is mental status - the subjective experience of 
what animals ‘feel’ (Duncan, 1993). The final school is naturalness or telos - promoting the 
performance of natural behaviours and leading natural lives (Rollin, 1993).  
It has been suggested that two types of distortions arise when assessing animal welfare (Fraser et al., 
1997). The first distortion is assessing welfare purely empirically. Fraser et al. (1997) argued that 
animal welfare, as a concept, should be based on values as it pertains to what is inherently better or 
worse for animals, and these values are innately subjective to the assessor. However, traditionally 
animal welfare was considered as a ‘scientific concept’ that could be measured objectively, for 
example stress could be measured through cortisol levels and animal health through incidence of 
disease (Stafleu et al., 1996). This distortion is discussed in greater detail in section 1.1.2. The second 
distortion is the definition of animal welfare used by a scientist according to the three main schools 
discussed above. Often, individuals have considered one of these schools as being ‘more important’ 





of considering one school as more important than another has created an environment where welfare 
assessment has been inherently difficult to standardise (Fraser et al., 1997). 
As such, methods for welfare assessment have tended to focus on minimisation of the negative 
experience, whilst maintaining internal homeostasis (Yeates and Main, 2008; Mellor, 2012). An 
example of this distinction can be made when assessing the ‘Five Freedoms’ afforded to animals 
(Webster, 1994) which include (1) Freedom from hunger and thirst; (2) Freedom from discomfort; 
(3) Freedom from pain, injury or disease; (4) Freedom to express normal behaviour; and (5) Freedom 
from fear and distress. Of these freedoms, the first school (physical status) is featured more 
prominently than either the second (mental state), or third (telos) schools. In addition, four of these 
five freedoms explicitly value minimisation of the negative experience (Yeates and Main, 2008). 
Conversely, freedom five promotes animals being able to express normal behaviours, however 
freedom four, the only representative of the second school of welfare, does not promote prevalence 
of a positive subjective experience. This has created a paradigm whereby the majority of welfare 
assessment techniques only value minimisation of these negative experiences without encouraging a 
complementary positive experience (Mellor, 2015).  
1.1.2. Animal Affect 
With this understanding, there has been a recent shift in attitude to assess welfare state with greater 
emphasis on subjective experience, also described as affective state (Yeates and Main, 2008; Mellor, 
2012), to encourage positive experiences. The affective state of an animal is a psychophysiological 
construct (Harmon-Jones et al., 2013a) composed of three underlying components. The first of these 
components is valence - the intrinsic attractiveness or aversiveness of a stimulus to provoke positive 
or negative valence, respectively (Frijda, 1986; Harmon-Jones et al., 2011). The second component 
is motivational intensity - the strength of desire for the animal to approach or avoid the stimulus 
(Harmon-Jones et al., 2013b). The final component is arousal - the strength of activation of the 





states have also been used as a term to interchangeably refer to both mood and emotions (Paul et al., 
2005), with emotions being defined as acute and attached to stimuli (e.g. fear), and mood being 
extended and not necessarily derivative of immediate stimuli (e.g. depression). For the consideration 
of this thesis and accompanying publications, the affective state of an animal is defined as per the 
works of Mendl et al. (2010a) which considers an animal’s long term mood states, combined with 
their reactions to current emotion-inducing stimuli. Figure 1.1 is an adaption of the model presented 
by Mendl et al. (2010a) and details a two-dimensional framework of core affective experiences and 

























Figure 1 – Example of core affective states and their associated degree of emotional arousal 
and valence consideration. 
Words in italics represent possible locations of core, commonly-reported affective states and 
discrete emotional responses. Quadrants 1 (Q1) and 2 (Q2) are associated with positive valence, 
and therefore positive affective states. Q3 and Q4 are associated with negative valence and 
therefore negative affective states. Q1 and Q4 are associated with high arousal, these affective 
states follow a large emotional response. Q2 and Q3 are associated with low arousal, these 
affective states follow a small emotional response. Adapted from Russell and Barrett (1999), 





Using the framework shown in Figure 1, and the three components of an affective state construct, it 
is possible to conceptualise how an animal’s affective state might shift. Mendl et al. (2010a) used the 
example of feeding motivation, as this motivation to eat causes an animal to seek sustenance. If the 
animal is successful it may lead to a highly aroused, positive state of excitement (Q1). After 
consumption of the food, arousal intensity may fall, but the positive experience of having eaten 
remains (Q2). If the animal fails to find food, this may lead to frustration or anxiety, highly aroused, 
negative states (Q4). If this failure persists over time it may culminate in low-arousal states of sadness 
or depression (Q3) (Mendl et al., 2010a).  
Being able to accurately identify and quantify an affective state has become crucial in assessing and 
improving animal welfare (Balcombe, 2006; Brydges and Hall, 2017). However, identifying an 
affective state cannot be achieved directly (Mendl et al., 2010a; Mellor, 2012). Moreover, affective 
states, such as anxiety or depression (negative) or excitement and contentment (positive), are closely 
related and need to be identified and considered accordingly. Traditional methods used to assess 
welfare typically fail at truly identifying animal affect, instead being reflective of the components of 
animal affect, that is, emotional arousal or valence. These methods rely on associating easily 
identified phenotypic changes to imply a change in animal affect, and therefore, welfare state. The 
most widely-investigated phenotypic changes are neurophysiological and behavioural parameters 
(Mendl et al., 2009; Novak et al., 2015). These approaches are inherently flawed at detecting animal 
affect. For example, increases in faecal-corticosterone concentration have been observed in rats 
housed in metabolic cages (Kalliokoski et al., 2013). This housing type has been identified as a 
significant stressor for mice and rats (Whittaker et al., 2012; Whittaker et al., 2016a). However, male 
rats experienced an almost 2-fold increase in plasma corticosterone concentrations immediately after 
engaging in sexual activity (Bonilla-Jaimem et al., 2006). Physiological measures indicate emotional 
arousal and are unable to discern how the emotional response is considered by the animal, that is, 





the animals experienced strong emotional arousal to stimuli, however one stimulus was negative 
(Kalliokoski et al., 2013) and the other positive (Bonilla-Jaimem et al., 2006). 
Behavioural indices of animal affect are typically able to identify valence through the type and 
frequency of behaviours elicited in the context of the animal’s environment. For example, play 
behaviour is largely associated with animal contentment, a positive affective state. Increased periods 
of immobility or reduced motivation to move are conversely indicative of animals feeling anxious or 
depressed (Sams-Dodd, 1995). However, there are often difficulties in interpretation of changes in 
behaviours in relation to the confines of a research question. As previously discussed, behaviours 
occur because of the animal’s motivational state (Temple et al., 2011; Seehuus et al., 2013), which 
therefore infers that observable behavioural patterns are a measure of motivation. The motivational 
state of an animal is also not consistent between animals (Oswald et al., 2011), therefore welfare 
measures that solely study behavioural indices may be confounded by differing motivational values 
that individual animals hold. Rats that had a high motivation to eat palatable food (binge-eating prone, 
BEP) tolerated higher levels of foot-shock for a food reward than rats with a low motivation for 
palatable food (binge-eating resistant, BER). Despite the aversive consequence for eating palatable 
food, BEP rats would continue to do so, simply due to being genetically pre-disposed to having a 
higher motivation for that reward (Oswald et al., 2011). Animals may display certain behaviours not 
due to the research parameters in question, but due to innate differences in their motivational state.  
There remains an important niche in welfare assessment to accurately identify and quantify animal 
affect, whilst being free from the restrictive properties of physiological and behavioural indices 
(Mellor, 2015). One of the fastest-growing concepts with the potential to capitalise on this niche 





1.1.3. Judgement Bias Discrimination Tasks 
Theories of cognition propose clear and measurable relations between the affective state and cognitive 
functions, such as decision making and information processing (Harding et al., 2004; Paul et al., 
2005). This phenomenon is known to exist in humans (Mineka et al., 1998; Mogg and Bradley, 1998; 
Amir et al., 2005; Standage et al., 2014) and animals (Bateson et al., 2011; Brydges et al., 2011; 
Burman et al., 2011; Salmeto et al., 2011; Briefer and McElligott, 2013; Destrez et al., 2014) and 
observable patterns between studies have remained largely consistent. People that self-identified as 
being anxious or depressed (Amir et al., 2005), and animals subjected to conditions known to induce 
anxiety or depression (Mendl et al., 2009), promote the pessimistic judgement of ambiguous stimuli. 
Pessimism and pessimistic-like tendencies lead to behavioural adaptions that have evolutionary 
advantages. The negatively valenced states of anxiety and depression produce short-term value for 
an animal’s immediate survival (Bethell, 2015a). Anxiety is associated with an increase in 
epinephrine production, which facilitates an animal’s fight or flight response (Mogg et al., 1995), 
whereas depression is linked to inactivity, social isolation and reduced food consumption (Willner et 
al., 1998; Nettle and Bateson, 2012; Gordon and Rogers, 2015), behaviours which promote energy 
conservation and a reduction in risk-taking actions (Bethell, 2015a). In contrast, optimism is 
associated with animals in positive affective states, which is inferred to induce opposite effects. 
Categorising behavioural output as optimistic or pessimistic presents a measurable endo-phenotype 
that can objectively identify animal affect. This categorisation can be achieved through application 
of a cognitive bias test, most commonly performed using a judgement bias discrimination task (JBT). 
First proposed by Harding et al. (2004), the JBT involves teaching animals to respond with two 
different behaviours to two different stimulants. A positive reward is associated with a unique 
stimulus. Upon exposure to the stimulus the animal will learn to display a certain behaviour to obtain 
the positive reward. The animal is then taught that an aversive reward is associated with a second, 





behaviour to avoid the aversive reward. When the animal is introduced to a stimulant intermediate 
between the two learned stimuli, judgement to this ambiguity can be observed through  
behaviours the animal exhibits (Figure 2). If the animal exhibits behaviours consistent with the 
positive reward, that animal has displayed an optimistic cognitive bias. If the animal displays 
behaviours associated with the aversive reward, it has displayed a pessimistic cognitive bias. 
 
The cognitive processing of a stimulus influences emotional response, whilst the affective state of an 
animal will bias this cognitive processing to produce variable emotional responses. This is the basis 
for the use of judgement biases to assess affective state of animals as it allows establishment of clearly 
defined, objective measures of cognitive performance (judgement to ambiguity) as an indicator of 
Figure 2 – Flowchart of the judgment bias paradigm learning procedure. 
Positive reward is always associated with stimulus 1. Exposure to stimulus 1 results in expression 
of behaviour 1 to obtain the reward. The negative reward is always associated with stimulus 2. 
Exposure to stimulus 2 results in expression of behaviour 2 to avoid punishment. A stimulus 
directly intermediate between the two previously learned stimuli is introduced. Depending on the 
behaviours expressed to the ambiguity, a cognitive bias can be discerned.  
Stimulus 1
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emotional state (Mendl et al., 2009). If an animal responds to a JBT displaying an optimistic bias, we 
can assume that the animal is in a positive affective state. The ability to classify judgement as being 
optimistic or pessimistic allows for research parameters to be established that can quantify how 
particular conditions or stimulants influence emotional response valence. This can then inform best 
practices to encourage prevalence of optimistic cognitive biases, hence achieving the goal of 
assessing welfare using an indicator of animal affect to encourage positive experience. 
JBTs can be designed in multiple ways in accordance with learning capabilities of the animal and 
parameters of interest (Mendl et al., 2009; Bethell, 2015a). The most common categorisations of these 
tests are a go/no-go test or an active response test (Mendl et al., 2009; Bethell, 2015a; Roelofs et al., 
2016). A go/no-go test involves presenting two stimuli to an animal, one stimulus encourages the 
animal to make an action (go response) regarded as optimistic, whilst the second stimulus discourages 
the animal to perform the action (no-go response) regarded as pessimistic. This procedure type has 
been utilised in multiple studies to identify cognitive bias in many animal species (Harding et al., 
2004; Asher et al., 2009; Doyle et al., 2010a; Anderson et al., 2012; Bethell et al., 2012a; Douglas et 
al., 2012; Destrez et al., 2013; Neave et al., 2013; Daros et al., 2014; Destrez et al., 2014; Starling et 
al., 2014; Verbeek et al., 2014b; Horváth et al., 2016; d’Ettorre et al., 2017; Lalot et al., 2017; Le Ray 
et al., 2017; McGuire et al., 2017). The active response test differs in that both positive and negative 
stimulants require the animal to make an active response, where an active response is defined as being 
a deliberate, quantifiable action by the subject animal (Burman et al., 2008). Whilst training animals 
to perform a go/no-go JBT has resulted in greater success compared to active choice JBT (Hintze et 
al., 2017), there are well documented concerns associated with the go/no-go methodology. The main 
concerns being the length of training times, continued exposure to negative events and the inability 
to associate a lack of response with negative cognitive biases (Brydges et al. 2011; Brydges and Hall 
2017; Barker et al. 2018).  Therefore, the following discussion is largely limited to JBTs utilising 





1.1.4. Confounding Design and Under-Studied Anomalies of Active Choice JBTs 
 
1.1.4.1. Stimulant and Reward Pairings 
An important consideration in design of an active choice JBT is the requirement for active behaviour 
to be identical in response to both stimulants. Discussion of the JBT has so far focused on test design 
that utilised a positive reward associated with stimulus 1, and an aversive punishment associated with 
stimulus 2 (Figure 2). Active response JBTs have successfully been developed using this 
stimulant/reward typing (Rygula et al., 2012; Papciak et al., 2013; Rygula et al., 2014a; Rygula et al., 
2015a; Rygula et al., 2015b; Saito et al., 2016; Drozd et al., 2017; Golebiowska and Rygula, 2017a; 
b; Curzytek et al., 2018). Mice and rats have been trained to activate one lever in response to stimulus 
1 (2000Hz tone at 75dB) and were rewarded with the positive reward (sucrose solution). Upon 
experiencing stimulus 2 (9000Hz tone at 75dB) the animals activated a second lever to avoid 
punishment (mild foot-shock and/or white noise).  
Whilst this stimulant/reward pairing has produced successful results, its continued use has been 
discouraged. Repeated exposure of an animal to a punishment is detrimental to animal welfare and 
has the potential to influence affective state of the animal to reflect aversive testing conditions 
(Brydges et al., 2011). The learning capabilities of animals subjected to intensive stressful regimes 
have also been subject to criticism (Vögeli et al., 2014). To best observe a positive affect with a JBT, 
the stimulant/reward pairing must not be aversive to the animal, and a positive versus less-positive 
stimulant/reward pairing has been suggested (Brydges et al., 2011). This pairing type has shown 
repeated success in active choice JBTs and is most commonly associated with a large food reward as 
the positive reward and a small food reward as the less-positive reward (Brilot et al., 2010; Murphy 
et al., 2013; Keen et al., 2014; Hernandez et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 2015; Brydges and Hall, 2017; 
Clegg et al., 2017). Different pairing methods, such as an accessible food reward versus an 
inaccessible food reward (Burman et al., 2011; Carreras et al., 2015; Carreras et al., 2016; Potes et 





success in an active choice JBT. However, the JBT model utilised in this study used a favoured food-
item to act as the positive reward versus a non-favored food-item to act as the less-positive reward. 
Favoured food-items were selected through preference testing prior to the animal being trained on the 
JBT (Brydges et al., 2011), and this stimulant/reward typing has been used to repeated success 
(Brydges et al., 2011; Brydges et al., 2012; Pomerantz et al., 2012; Chaby et al., 2013). 
1.1.4.2. The Active Response  
As discussed in section 1.1.3. there has been a push, to utilise JBT design that requires the animals to 
make a deliberate, quantifiable action for both the go and no-go response (Burman et al. 2008). These 
tests are typically referred as either active response or go-go tests. The first JBT designed that 
attempted to utilize an active response for both the positive and negative responses was achieved in 
a study on rats. The animals were trained to associate a spatial location with an obtainable food reward 
(positive reward) and another spatial location with an unobtainable food reward (negative reward) 
(Burman et al., 2008). The latency to approach both spatial locations was used as the testing parameter 
as the animals were required to elicit an action (approach the ‘rewarded’ location) before being 
removed from testing scenario. Latency to approach novelty has been evidenced to identify 
preference in animals, therefore decreased latency to approach an object can correctly identify an 
increased desire to that object (Bateson and Kacelnik, 1995). This JBT design, using spatial location 
and ‘latency’ as the active response, has been reported consistently within the JBT literature (Burman 
et al., 2008; Burman et al., 2009; Boleij et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; Kloke et al., 2014; 
Baciadonna et al., 2016). However, it is contested that latency is not an appropriate measure to 
identify an active response as latency to approach a reward can be affected by decreased motivation 
or inactivity (Brilot et al., 2010; Hernandez et al., 2015). A decrease in approach latency could 
perhaps not be due to negative cognitive bias, but due to decreased desire to obtain the reward 





Sufka, 2012). This anomaly was the foundation for the study presented in chapter 7, which concludes 
that increased latency is not associated with pessimistic biases (Barker et al., 2018).  
It is therefore suggested that active response tests require animals to make a deliberate active response 
to the rewarded stimulus (Hernandez et al., 2015; Barker et al., 2018). Active responses that have 
been documented include foraging behaviours (Brydges et al., 2011; Chaby et al., 2013; Barker et al., 
2016), removal of lids from a rewarded receptacle (Brilot et al., 2010; Pomerantz et al., 2012; Keen 
et al., 2014; Gordon and Rogers, 2015) or attempting to consume the reward item that would normally 
be present during a training trial (Boleij et al., 2012; Seehuus et al., 2013; Titulaer et al., 2013; Kis et 
al., 2015). 
1.1.4.3. Extinction of Learning 
One of the most commonly reported problems of the JBT arises from animal extinction of learning. 
This phenomenon is experienced by animals that learn outcomes of the JBT and, therefore, do not 
perform the required behaviours necessary for cognitive bias to be observed (Brilot et al., 2010; Doyle 
et al., 2010b; Jamieson et al., 2012; Briefer and McElligott, 2013; Murphy et al., 2013; Freymond et 
al., 2014; Karagiannis et al., 2015; Barker et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2018). Many JBTs employed do 
not associate a reward item with the intermediate, ambiguous stimulus (Roelofs et al., 2016),  and 
utilise repeated testing of the animal to the intermediate probe to increase statistical power (Barker et 
al., 2018). Therefore, a requirement remains to balance the number of exposures each animal receives 
to the intermediate probe to achieve statistical power without encouraging onset of learning 
extinction. Techniques that have achieved this balance include preventing animals from acting as 
their own controls (Barker et al., 2016) and introduction of training trials between ambiguous stimulus 
exposure (Burman et al., 2009; Doyle et al., 2010b; Brydges and Hall, 2017). 
Extinction of learning is further discussed by Chaby et al. (2013) who note that during first exposure 





own subjective experiences. However, each subsequent exposure is further influenced by that 
animal’s previous interactions with the ambiguous stimulus (Doyle et al., 2010a). Chaby et al. (2013) 
identified that significant differences in cognitive expression between treatment groups were only 
observed for the initial ambiguous trial. The authors suggested that analysis of initial ambiguity trials 
should be conducted separately from any subsequent trials using the ambiguous stimulus to account 
for this learning discrepancy in the discussion of results (Chaby et al., 2013). 
Despite the conclusions of Chaby et al. (2013), extinction was not observed in the Brydges et al. 
(2011) study, that utilised the same methods. Neither was it observed in subsequent studies also 
utilising this methodology (Brydges et al., 2012; Barker et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2017a; Barker et 
al., 2017b; Barker et al., 2018). This may be due to the training paradigm used by Chaby et al. (2013). 
In the original (Brydges et al., 2011) study, a training phase immediately prior to the testing phase 
was recorded. This particular phase involved removing the reward (positive or low-positive) from a 
normally rewarded training trial. The animals still behaved as if the stimulant was rewarded (by 
foraging in the normally rewarded bowl), but a reward would not be present, therefore the animals 
learnt to expect that not every trial would be rewarded, potentially reducing chance that learning 
extinction would occur (Barker et al., 2016). It is also important to note that unrewarded training trials 
occurred for a limited time period (five days) and took place after the animals had already 
demonstrated the ability to perform the judgement bias test to the researcher’s established criterion. 
This is important as unrewarded trials could possibly hamper the ability of animals to learn and 
subsequently perform the JBT. This particular training phase was not documented to have occurred 
in the Chaby et al. (2013) study, which could provide reason as to why this particular study reported 
that learning extinction in the animals had occurred, whereas other studies utilising the same 
methodology did not witness this effect. Some studies have attempted to introduce partial 
reinforcement of ambiguous locations (Bateson and Matheson, 2007; Matheson et al., 2008). 





the animal, so that its presence is no longer ‘truly intermediate’ because the animal has learned that 
presence of the intermediate stimulus results in higher chance of a reward being offered than presence 
of the negative stimulus, and judgement to this ambiguity may change accordingly. 
1.1.4.4. Sex and Oestrous Cyclicity 
Brown et al. (2016) discussed that previous JBT study has focused on either a male or female subject 
with only a handful to have controlled for both sexes in experimental design and statistical analysis 
(Briefer and McElligott, 2013; Asher et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2016; Carreras et 
al., 2016; Takeshita and Sato, 2016; Barker et al., 2017a; Roelofs et al., 2017). Few of these studies 
report no difference between male and female judgement (Asher et al., 2016; Carreras et al., 2016; 
Roelofs et al., 2017). However, the remaining majority present evidence of such difference (Briefer 
and McElligott, 2013; Barker et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2016; Takeshita and Sato, 2016; Barker et 
al., 2017a). From these studies, female animals responded with greater optimistic biases after 
experiencing a stressful treatment compared to males (Briefer and McElligott, 2013). This finding 
was later reproduced for this thesis in a study of Sprague-Dawley rats and is presented in chapter 2 
(Barker et al., 2016). However, in a later study with increased statistical power also reproduced in 
this thesis (Chapter 3), female Sprague-Dawley rats responded similarly to males after experiencing 
metabolic cage housing (stressful treatment) whilst responding with fewer optimistic biases in control 
housing (Barker et al., 2017a). Female Lister-hooded rats have displayed decreased latencies to 
respond to ambiguous locations in a spatial judgement bias test compared to rewarded locations, 
whilst males recorded no difference, indicating optimism in the female cohort (Brown et al., 2016). 
In studies of Japanese pygmy squid (Idiosepius paradoxus females are more likely to display 
extended pessimism compared to males (Takeshita and Sato, 2016). Whilst consensus as to the 
difference between male and female performance in the JBT has yet to be elucidated, it is apparent 
that male and female performance is not always equivalent, with female performance being recorded 





Girbovan and Plamondon (2013), there is a need, in at least rodent studies to include sex and its 
interactions as an explanatory variable in analysis of data collected. 
Variability in the female cohort could perhaps be explained by the female-dependant factor of 
oestrous. This question forms the foundation for the study presented as Chapter 6. The oestrous cycle 
of rats lasts approximately 5 days and is comprised of four unique phases (proestrus, oestrus, 
metoestrus and dioestrus), that can be categorised by ovarian hormone concentrations and  presence 
of varying cell types (Goldman et al., 2007; Paccola et al., 2013; Levine, 2015). The influence of 
ovarian hormones has been strongly correlated with variations in rodent behaviour (Kastenberger et 
al., 2012) and logical progression suggests that oestrous cyclicity may be a significant explanatory 
factor behind variability of female response to the JBT. Whilst the scope of this research and 
discussion has focused on the rodent, the factor of oestrous cyclicity is suggested to be an important 
predictor variable that should be accounted for when designing JBTs that make use of a female cohort. 
1.1.4.5. Removal of/from the Stressor 
Reports on the JBT often describe the hypothesised negatively valenced animals responding with 
clearly optimistic biases. This is described in the work of Doyle et al. (2010a) who first reported that 
removal of a stressor or from a stressful environment can promote animals to respond with an 
optimistic bias, when it was hypothesised that a pessimistic bias would be observed. The majority of 
studies that report a disputed hypothesis follow this pattern where removal from an imposed stressor 
has triggered an optimistic response (Doyle et al., 2010a; Sanger et al., 2011; Briefer and McElligott, 
2013; Düpjan et al., 2013; Keen et al., 2014; Verbeek et al., 2014a; Hernandez et al., 2015; Barker et 
al., 2016). 
The phenomenon could be argued to have been attributed to the imposed stressor not being strong 
enough. However, as discussed by Doyle et al. (2010a), animals facing the stressor (sheep being 





be a highly stressful procedure. Meanwhile, bears (Ursus arctos horribilis) displaying stereotypic 
behaviours (pacing) were also shown to exhibit an optimistic bias (Keen et al., 2014). Rats displaying 
stereotypic behaviours also spent more time in ‘positively rewarded locations’ (Novak et al., 2015). 
Doyle et al. (2010a) discussed the findings of the sheep study and suggested that restrained sheep 
exposed to an extremely aversive stimulus altered their ‘risk-taking threshold’ (Doyle et al., 2010a). 
This suggested that the aversive presence of the dog was less aversive than the restraint treatment. 
Therefore, restrained sheep were more likely to ‘risk’ approaching ambiguous locations compared to 
control sheep. Meanwhile, Keen et al. (2014) identified that in the study involving bears, the familiar 
testing area, interaction with humans and food reward all contributed to make the testing procedure 
an optimistic event in and of itself. Therefore, despite the bears displaying stereotypic behaviours, 
movement into the testing chambers overrode any differences in affect associated with observed 
stereotypic behaviours. There is further discussion to this effect, namely that there is evidence to 
suggest elevated glucocorticoids (corticosterone), released during a stress response, motivate animals 
to consume food (Willner et al., 1998; Dallman, 2010). As discussed by Hernandez et al. (2015), this 
factor increases the incentive value of food rewards used, therefore animals in the negative state 
respond with seemingly optimistic biases. This prompts development of JBTs that do not utilise food 
as the rewarding element. 
A disputed hypothesis was also observed in studies involving goats (Briefer and McElligott, 2013) 
and rats (Barker et al., 2016). Both studies utilised a sample including males and females, and 
interestingly observation of optimistic decisions after experiencing an imposed stressor was only 
observed in the female cohort adding to the discussion of section 1.1.4.4 that male and female 
response to a JBT are not equivalent.  
1.2. Research Aims and Questions 
The main aim of this body of research was to improve practicality and reliability of the judgement 





studied, external factors such as oestrous cyclicity (Chapter 6), or the as yet un-discussed factor of 
social hierarchy and subordination stress (Chapters 4 and 5), this study aimed to refine the process 
and considerations that need to be accounted when designing and employing future JBT methods in 
all species. Investigations of latency (Chapter 7) and learning rates (Chapter 5) elucidate the methods 
by which the JBT can best be employed and results analysed. In summary, the aims of this project 
were to: 
1. Determine the effects that metabolic cage housing had on male and female rat judgement when 
exposed to the JBT, and then to correlate biases with known physiological and behavioural measures 
indicative of a stress response.  
2. Identify the effects of social subordination stress on the response of male rats exposed to the JBT. 
The effects of subordination stress were considered in high stocking density cages versus low-density 
cages, and large space allocation cages versus small space allocation cages.  
3. Examine the relationship between oestrous phase cyclicity and judgement bias expression of 
female rats. Social status of rats was again controlled for to identify if any significant interactions 
existed between social status and oestrous phase on judgement bias. 
4. Understand learning rates of female rats subjected to the JBT and evaluate the efficacy of training 
paradigms. Social status of rats was controlled for to identify effects of subordination stress on 
learning rate. 
5. Evaluate the effect of learning extinction in male rats after consecutive exposures to the 





1.3. Research Methodology 
Specific details of experimental design, housing conditions and animal status are presented in the 
following chapters. However, the judgement bias discrimination task reported in each chapter is 
consistent, with modifications discussed where relevant. The JBT employed is described next. 
1.3.1. Apparatus and set-up 
The judgement bias test followed the methods of Brydges et al. (2011). Two Perspex boxes (610mm 
x 435mm x 500mm) (henceforth referred as the ‘start box’ and the ‘goal box’) were connected via a 
PVC pipe (800mm with 100mm diameter). Inside the goal box, two reward bowls were positioned in 
each corner opposite the pipe. The right-hand bowl was filled with coriander scented sand, while the 
left-hand bowl was filled with cinnamon scented sand (1% by weight of spice to sifted sand) (Figure 






The positive reward items used were milk chocolate baking chips (Cadbury, London, England) and 
the less-positive reward items used were Cheerios (Uncle Toby’s, Victoria, Australia). For every rat, 
each reward item was paired specifically with a bowl location and scented sand. Reward association 
remained consistent for each rat throughout the experiment but was counter balanced between 
associations. The training stimuli were sandpapers of different grades that lined the entire inside of 
the pipe. The first stimulus was coarse sandpaper (P80 grade). The second stimulus was fine 
Figure 3 – Judgement Bias Discrimination Task – Testing Apparatus 





sandpaper (P1200 grade). An intermediate grade of sandpaper (P180) was used as the ambiguous 
probe during testing. Each stimulus (coarse and fine sandpaper) was associated with a particular 
reward item (e.g. chocolate reward always paired with coarse sandpaper and located in the coriander 
scented bowl). 
Based on experimental conditions of interest, animals were sorted into testing groups prior to training. 
If for any reason this was not inductive of animal learning (e.g. housing in metabolic cages, as seen 
in Chapters 2 and 3), animals were trained in control conditions before being moved to testing 
conditions. 
1.3.2. Phase A – Local Habituation 
Prior to training on the JBT, each rat was handled for two 10-minute periods. The first period between 
0900 and 1200 hours, the second period between 1400 and 1700 hours. Phase A lasted for five days. 
1.3.3. Phase B - Apparatus Habituation 
Rats were placed into the testing apparatus, four times a day for 5-minute intervals. Food bowls 
contained the reward items appropriate to the individual rat, these rewards were placed on the surface 
of the sand in the reward bowls. No sandpaper was present within the PVC pipe. Phase B lasted for 
five days. 
1.3.4. Phase C – First training 
Phase C marks the beginning of animal training. The testing apparatus now contained the appropriate 
sandpaper stimuli. Each rat was subjected to four training trials per day. Two of these trials occurred 
between 0900-1200 hours and two between 1300-1700 hours. These times correspond with the dark 
phase of the animal’s circadian cycle. For each time period, one trial contained the positive reward 
item and corresponding sandpaper, and the second trial contained the less-positive reward item and 
corresponding sandpaper. These occurred randomly. The reward items were placed on the surface of 





Rats were placed in the start box, upon which a timer is started. Recordings were made for latency of 
the rat to enter the pipe after placement into the start-box, to first exit the pipe and enter the goal-box, 
to approach any reward bowl and approach the correct (reward containing) bowl. Timing was stopped 
once the animal had begun to consume the reward item. Once the rat had consumed the reward it was 
removed from the apparatus, which was then cleaned with 70% ethanol solution. If the rats failed to 
consume the reward within ten minutes the trial was considered a failure and the animal was removed 
from the apparatus. Rats were eligible to be promoted to Phase D after they had completed five days 
of performing three of the four trials correctly per day. At this point, it was assumed that the animals 










1.3.5. Phase D – Second training 
This phase was similar to phase C; however, the reward item was no longer placed on top of the sand 
in the appropriate reward bowl but was buried into the reward bowl. Each successful extraction of 
Term Definition 
Approach When the rat actively and intentionally placed its forelimbs and face into a reward 
bowl to extract the reward. 
Forage When the rat continuously and deliberately displaced the sand in the food bowl to 
obtain the reward. 
Consumption When the rat actively and intentionally interacted with the food by bringing it to its 
mouth. 
Success Successful trial was determined after the animal had approached and foraged in the 
correct (reward containing) food bowl before approaching or foraging in the 
incorrect food bowl. 
Promotion Animals were promoted to the succeeding trial (where appropriate) after achieving 
¾ successful trials per day, for five consecutive days. 
Failure If the rat failed to consume the reward within 10 minutes of being placed into the 
testing chamber. 






the reward increased depth of reward burial for the next trial. These burial levels are defined as: (1) 
Level. Where the reward item is buried into the top layer of the sand, so that it is still visible to the 
rat, but needed extraction to obtain. (2) Light Cover. The reward is now completely buried in the sand 
yet remains close to the surface and is only lightly covered. (3) Quarter. The reward is now completely 
buried in the sand, approximately one quarter deep from the bottom of the reward bowl and the surface 
of the sand. (4) Half. The final burial stage, the reward is now buried directly in the middle and centre 
of the reward bowl, completely covered by sand. As with phase C, criteria for promotion to the next 
phase remained consistent. 
1.3.6. Phase E – Third training 
This phase was similar to Phase D; however, the reward item was always buried directly in the middle 
and centre of the reward bowl, completely covered by sand. One trial of the four per day was randomly 
chosen to be unrewarded. The animals undertook the test as per normal, however upon foraging in 
the correct bowl, no reward item was present. This teaches the animal that not every trial is rewarded, 
which combats the onset of learning extinction during the testing phase. As with phase D, criteria for 
promotion to the next phase remained consistent. 
1.3.7. Phase F – Final Training 
This phase was similar to Phase E; however, the unrewarded trial was now paired with the 
intermediate grade of sandpaper. Animals were trained on Phase F for five days. It is important to 
note that this phase was omitted entirely in adaptations of this method, as discussed in the relevant 
chapters. 
1.3.8. Phase G – Testing 
Phase G marked the start of the testing period. Rats were moved into testing groups according to 
experimental parameters and given appropriate time to re-habituate to the new conditions. However, 





per day, with one test being randomly selected to be an ambiguous test trial per day. For the 
ambiguous trial, the reward bowls were both unrewarded and the intermediate grade of sandpaper 
was present in the pipe. The animal was removed immediately after foraging in any reward bowl. If 
the animal foraged in the reward bowl that it had learned would normally contain the chocolate 
reward, then the animal displayed an optimistic cognitive bias. If the animal foraged in the reward 
bowl that it had learned would normally contain the Cheerio reward, then the animal displayed a 
pessimistic cognitive bias.  
1.4. Discussion of Scientific Papers 
This thesis is presented as a series of published journal articles, or manuscripts that have been 
submitted for publication. Figure 4 is an illustrative representation of study development and 
scientific papers produced. 
Chapter 2 (The effects of metabolic cage housing and sex on cognitive bias expression in rats) presents 
a publication of work performed prior to candidature commencement, but which was written and 
submitted for publication after candidature had been accepted. This study was conducted to identify 
the effects of metabolic cage housing on male and female rats, on their judgements to the JBT. As 
hypothesised, metabolic cage housing caused significant reduction in the number of optimistic 
interpretations made to the ambiguous probe. This study was the first to suggest a discrepancy existed 
between male and female rats based on their JBT performance. Whilst these findings were novel, 
post-study power calculations revealed that the number of females utilised in the study (n=12) was 
under-powered based on a standard 80% assignment of power. This led to the design of the published 
study presented in Chapter 3 (Female rats display fewer optimistic responses in a judgment bias test 
in the absence of a physiological stress response). By increasing statistical power and including 
physiological correlates of stress it was identified that, after being moved to metabolic cages, both 
males and females responded with decreased optimistic biases. However, discrepancy between the 





than males. Two factors were suggested as to why this discrepancy existed. The first was the female 
dependant factor of oestrous (Frye, 1995; Frye et al., 2000; Frye and Walf, 2002; Walf et al., 2006; 
Paris and Frye, 2008; Walf et al., 2008) and the second was that group-housed rodents are suggested 
to constantly alter their social status in order to gain higher social standing (Van Loo et al., 2001). 
Females have been evidenced to be more sensitive to social status changes than males (Hurst et al., 
1996; Hurst et al., 1999). These assumptions led to the design of published studies in Chapters 4 
(Assessment of housing density, space allocation and social hierarchy of laboratory rats on 
behavioural measures of welfare) and 6 (Oestrous phase cyclicity influences judgment biasing in 
rats). 
To assess if social status was a factor in judgement bias testing, this study utilised a male-only sample. 
It was discussed that until the effects of oestrous had been explored, using males was the more 
pertinent option to establish foundational results. This study investigated the effects of social status, 
housing density and space allocation on rat performance in a series of behavioural tests, namely the 
open-field, social-interaction and novel-object recognition tests, in addition to the JBT. It was 
identified that subordinate rats responded with significantly fewer optimistic biases than their 
dominant counter-parts, suggesting that subordination stress, as imposed through group-housing, 
could be a significant modifier of judgement biases. During this study, it was noted that subordinate 
animals seemingly took longer to learn parameters of the JBT than did their dominant cage-mates. 
This led to the development of the study presented in Chapter 5 (Imposed subordination in rats 
impedes learning on a judgment bias test) which investigated the effects of subordination stress on a 
female cohort, whilst investigating learning aptitude. The study identified that dominant rats took 
significantly fewer days to learn the JBT than their subordinate cage-mates. Imposed subordination 






Chapter 6 presents published work on oestrous cyclicity. This study assessed the factors of social 
status and oestrous to investigate whether oestrous cycle rotation, or an interaction of this with social 
status, discouraged prevalence of optimistic biases. Rats in dioestrous phases and those considered to 
be subordinate demonstrated a decreased percentage of optimistic responses. However, no interaction 
between oestrous phase or social status was observed. 
Chapter 7 (Increased latencies to respond in a judgment bias test are not associated with pessimistic 
biases in rats), while disconnected from the previous, was designed to assess the effects of learning 
extinction, in order to better understand the practicality of this JBT design. Whilst no learning 
extinction was observed, there was a significant increase in latency to respond to the ambiguous probe 
following eight days of continuous probe exposure. Following day 8, there was a significant increase 
in latency to make both optimistic and pessimistic responses to the ambiguous probe. This implied 
that use of response latency, after 8 consecutive days of training, as a measure in judgement bias 
testing can falsely identify pessimism. This suggested that future JBT design needs to include an 
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Figure 4 –Experimental design process and development of scientific papers. 
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2.2. Statement of Context 
This chapter presents the foundational study on which this body of work is based. Metabolic cage 
housing had been associated with significant increases in physiological indicators of stress in both 
rats and mice (Gomez-Sanchez and Gomez-Sanchez, 1991; Gil et al., 1999; Eriksson et al., 2004; 
Kalliokoski et al., 2013; Whittaker et al., 2016a). However, previous study to identify the effects this 
housing had on animal affect was limited to behavioural and physiological measures (Kalliokoski et 
al., 2013; Whittaker et al., 2016a). Therefore, this research project presented a unique opportunity to 
apply an established JBT for use in rats to identify the effects metabolic cage housing has on affective 
state using a novel method of affective state detection. Whilst metabolic cages significantly reduced 
optimistic decisions made by males, this effect was not observed in females. This study was the first 
to detail that, in rats, male and female cognitive bias expression is not equivalent. This study guided 
later experimental design to probe this knowledge gap forming the basis of experimental work 
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3.2. Statement of Context 
As identified in Chapter 2, female rats housed in metabolic cages responded with significantly more 
optimistic responses to the ambiguous probe then expected, and when compared to males. After 
performing a retrospective power calculation, the conclusion was reached that whilst statistical 
significance was achieved with the male cohort of animals (n=12), more female animals were required 
due to greater variability in the female response. It was therefore imperative, before investigating the 
nature of this female variability, to refine the methods of work described in Chapter 2 with a greater 
sample size of female animals. 
In addition to increased animal numbers (n=30), Chapter 3 details an experimental methodology that 
included use of physiological correlates of a stress response. Faecal corticosterone and changes in 
adrenal tyrosine hydroxylase were measured to establish if a stress-response was physiologically 
experienced by animals. The animals were also subjected to the sucrose preference test to identify the 
presence of anhedonia. 
As with findings of Chapter 2, females and males again failed to respond similarly, with females 
responding with significantly fewer optimistic biases than males when in control housing. However, 
in this instance female animals responded with significantly fewer optimistic biases in metabolic 
cages compared to control housing. In addition, a physiological stress response failed to be observed 
using the methods employed. This data demonstrated, for the first time, that metabolic cages 
encourage negative affect in both male and female rats. This highlighted variability in the female  











































  3.7. Conclusion 
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4.2. Statement of Context 
A major discussion point of Chapter 3 was that social hierarchy and the hierarchal position of a rat 
may influence affective state. Subordination in rats has been previously associated with significant 
physiological (Blanchard et al., 1993; Lucas et al., 2004; Tamashiro et al., 2005) and behavioural 
(Inagaki et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2009) adaptations consistent with chronic stress. In addition, rodents 
with low hierarchal rank have been evidenced to try and gain a greater rank by challenging other 
lowly ranked animals (Van Loo et al., 2001). These findings suggest that subordinate rats experience 
greater social stressors than their dominant cage-mates, with female rats being more sensitive to these 
stressors than males (Hurst et al., 1996; Hurst et al., 1999). 
With this understanding, the study presented in Chapter 4 was established to identify if social 
hierarchy could be a significant modifier of judgement bias expression in male rats. As discussed in 
section 1.4, males were utilised in this study as, until the effects of oestrous were understood in 
females, a male cohort was the most sensible option.  
Prior to commencement of this study it became clear that social hierarchy and associated stressors 
are closely linked to two other factors, being housing density (animals per cage) and space allocation 
(floor area allowance for any given animal). Therefore, the study was expanded to investigate the 
effects that these factors had on judgement bias expression in male rats. These judgement biases were 
compared with other behavioural measures of welfare, being the open-field, social-interaction and 
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5.2. Statement of Context 
The study presented in Chapter 5 is a short communication resubmitted for publication following 
revision, that details work conducted in tandem with the published study presented in Chapter 6, using 
the same cohort of female animals.  
As social status was identified as a significant modifier of affective state in male rats, this factor was 
studied using a female cohort (presented in Chapter 6). However, whilst animals were being trained 
on the JBT, as per methods detailed in section 1.3, it was considered that social stressors associated 
with subordination may also negatively impact on learning rates of the animals. Therefore, this study 
was designed to assess how hierarchal rank and stressors associated with having low hierarchal rank 
affect animal learning on the JBT. This study was the first applied study conducted during candidature 
to specifically identify a common hindrance of judgement bias testing, being extended and often 















 Legislative direction has encouraged the standard laboratory practice of group-housing rats 
used for scientific purposes. It has been demonstrated that this type of housing causes subordinate 
animals to be exposed to chronic psychosocial stressors through imposed subordination, with 
resultant induction of anxiety-like behaviours. Despite previous studies documenting the negative 
effects of stress on learning, there has been relatively little attention given to the effects of imposed 
subordination on animal learning. The aim of this study therefore, was to assess the effects of social 
stress through imposed subordination on rat learning aptitude. Twenty, female, Sprague-Dawley rats 
were exposed to three training trials of a commonly employed judgment bias test. The results showed 
that dominant animals took significantly fewer days (42.50 ± 5.15) to learn the training criteria than 
their subordinate-subdominant (68.60 ± 4.61) (p = 0.003) and subordinate cage-mates (64.60 ± 4.61) 
(p = 0.015).  This implied that subordination, as imposed by standard group-housing could impede 
the ability of subordinate animals to learn. In conclusion, at least in group-housed female rats, 
researchers should modify experimental design to account for social status when learning parameters 
are a critical study outcome. 
Keywords 
Judgment Bias Test, Cognitive Bias, Psychosocial Stress, Animal Learning, Imposed Subordination  
5.4. Introduction 
 Detection of cognitive biases has become a commonly employed measure of rodent affective 
state. As primarily observed using a judgment bias paradigm, the judgment of rodents to ambiguity 
can be objectively categorised as either optimistic or pessimistic, with optimism and optimistic 
tendencies associated with positive affect (Mendl et al., 2009). However, a major limiting factor for 
the practical use of common judgment bias tests are the significant training times required (Brydges 
and Hall, 2017). In addition, for a judgment bias test to avoid common confounding factors such as 





2016; Barker et al., 2018). However, active choice judgment bias paradigms have inherently longer 
training times than go/no-go paradigms (Bateson and Matheson, 2007; Brilot et al., 2010)  
 Psychosocial stressors associated with subordination can also significantly impact on the 
behavioural response to a judgment bias paradigm (Papciak et al., 2013; Barker et al., 2017b). 
Subordination in mice has been linked with an impairment in general cognitive ability, including the 
ability to learn (Colas-Zelin et al., 2012). Subordinate mice also displayed impaired spatial learning 
on a T-maze (Fitchett et al., 2005). The effects of stress on learning are extremely varied and often 
contested in the scientific community, with stress being reported as both facilitative and aversive to 
learning (Joëls et al., 2006). Studies investigating the effects of psychosocial stress on learning ability 
in rodents have yielded variable results (Colas-Zelin et al., 2012). This variation could be due to the 
differences between imposed and innate subordination, and how these subordination archetypes 
impact on the different forms of learning and memory employed by the rodent. Furthermore, to date, 
only a single study has investigated the specific effects of imposed subordination (Colas-Zelin et al., 
2012); imposed subordination being defined as the psychosocial stress experienced by a subordinate 
animal caused by being continuously housed with the same dominant cage-mates. Many studies have 
imposed psychosocial stress in rats through constantly changing cage-mates (Touyarot et al., 2004; 
Alzoubi et al., 2009) or social defeat through learned helplessness in the resident-intruder paradigm 
(Buwalda et al., 2005). However, imposed subordination presents a scenario that is likely to occur in 
all group-housed rats used for scientific purposes and therefore is argued to be a much more applicable 
and relevant stressor to study. In addition, of the aforementioned studies, no female animals were 
investigated. Therefore, the effects of social-stress on learning aptitude in a female, group-housed 
cohort is critically under-studied. The current study therefore aimed to identify the effects of imposed 
subordination on ability to learn a commonly employed judgment bias testing protocol in group-
housed, female rats. This experiment was also the first to utilise a frequently employed training 





to be subordinate would take a significantly greater number of days to complete the training protocol 
compared to their dominant cage-mates.  
5.5. Materials and Methods 
5.5.1. Ethics Statement 
Animal use, housing protocols and experimental design were approved by the Animal Ethics 
Committee of the University of Adelaide and conducted in accordance with the provisions of the 
Australian Code for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes. 
5.5.2. Animals and Housing 
 Twenty female, hsd: Sprague Dawley rats were used in this study. Animals were sourced from 
a barrier-maintained, specific pathogen free production facility (The University of Adelaide, 
Laboratory Animal Services, Adelaide, Australia) at 3 weeks of age. These animals were utilised for 
an additional study performed by this lab. As such, only the training data of the animals has been 
presented. Upon arrival in the facility, animals were housed in groups of four, in the commercial 
Eurostandard type IV cage (Techiplast, Exton, PA, USA). Each cage was provided with a paper-
based bedding substrate (Animal Bedding, Fibrecycle Pty Ltd, Yatala, Queensland, Australia) and 
shredded paper material for nesting. Enrichment was provided in the form of PVC pipes loose on the 
floor of the cage, and affixed to the cage roof and walls. Chewing objects were also available 
(Nylabone Products, NJ, USA). Rat chow (Rat and Mouse Cubes, Speciality Feeds, Western 
Australia, Australia) and water (reverse-osmosis purified) were freely available in each cage. The 
facility maintained an internal temperature of 21-23°C and lighting was on a reversed 12-hour 
light/dark cycle (on at 1800, off at 0600). All training procedures took place during the dark 
photoperiod under red-light.  
5.5.3. Judgment Bias Training 
 The training apparatus used was identical to that designed by Brydges et al. (2011) and 





were identical to those presented in Barker et al. (2017b). In summation, the ‘goal’ box contained a 
brown bowl filled with coriander scented sand (1% spice to weight of sand) in the far-right hand 
corner, and a blue bowl filled with cinnamon scented sand in the left-hand corner. The pipe connecting 
the two boxes was lined with either a coarse (P80) or fine (P1200) sandpaper, which acted as the 
training cues. Milk chocolate baking chips (Cadbury, London, England) and Cheerios (UncleToby’s, 
Victoria, Australia) were utilised as the positive and less-positive reward items, respectively. Animals 
were randomly assigned an association, such that sandpaper type was paired with reward type 
(chocolate or Cheerio) and reward location (blue or brown bowl). These associations were counter-
balanced. Each animal was trained on the judgment bias paradigm as described in the methods of 
Barker et al. (2016), however only three training phases were utilised. Every animal experienced four 
training trials per day; two with the positive reward and corresponding sandpaper, and two with the 
less-positive reward and corresponding sandpaper.  
5.5.3.1 Phase 1 
In phase 1, a single reward item was placed on the surface of the sand in the appropriately 
corresponding bowl. The sandpaper present in the pipe was appropriate according to the association 
of the tested rat. The rat was placed into the start box and a timer started.  Every rat was given five-
minutes to find and consume the reward item. If the animal did not consume the reward item, the trial 
was considered a failure.  The animal was then removed from the apparatus which was subsequently 
cleaned with a 70% ethanol solution. If the animal approached the correct (reward containing) bowl 
first, then that trial was considered a success. The animal eventually learnt that the sandpaper present 
in the pipe indicated the reward present, and thus the reward-containing bowl was approached first.  
If a rat was successful in three of its four daily trials, that day was considered successful. Every animal 





5.5.3.2. Phase 2 
 Phase 2 was similar to phase 1, however the reward was buried into the sand of the appropriate 
bowl For description and burial depth guide see Barker et al. (2017a). To be promoted to phase 3, rats 
were required to both approach and forage in the correct bowl first, within the five-minute allotment. 
All other promotion criteria remained identical to phase 1. 
5.5.3.3. Phase 3 
Phase 3 was similar to phase 2, however one trial chosen randomly went unrewarded. This trial was 
included to observe the effects, if any, that an absence of reward item had on the ability of the rat to 
perform the test. Completion of phase 3 was recorded when a rat had achieved five successful days 
in a row.  
5.5.4. Social Status Identification 
 Identification of the social hierarchy of the rats was performed as per the methods of (Barker 
et al., 2017b). CCTV cameras (OzSpy, Brisbane, Australia) were set-up to record the home cage 
behaviour of each rat. Recordings were taken from 1400-1800 hours for a 5-day period during the 
final phase 3 training. Of every recording made, each animal was observed over a 10-minute period, 
on each of the 5-day viewing periods. The start time of the 10-minute viewing window was randomly 
selected between 1400-1750 hours. Behaviours were recorded using a continuous sampling method 
using the ethogram and methods as described by Hurst et al. (1996). Social classification was then 
determined as described in the methods of Barker et al. (2017b). Due to this classification technique, 
not every social class was represented in each cage.  This is expanded on in the discussion. 
5.5.5. Statistical Analysis 
All statistical analyses were conducted in the IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, NY, USA) software 
package. Levene’s test was used to test for normality of the data set. Significance was assumed when 





henceforth as mean (number of days to learn) ± standard error of the mean. Since data were 
parametric, they were analysed using a two-way ANOVA fitting the phase of training and the social 
status of the animals on the mean number of days (d) taken to reach promotion criteria.  
5.6. Results 
 Levene’s test indicated that variances for every training phases were equal, Phase 1 (F = 0.46, 
p = 0.71); Phase 2 (F = 0.30, p = 0.83); Phase 3 (F = 1.34, p = 0.29). Analysis of variance showed 
significant main effects for both phase of training, F (2,48) = 12.052, p < 0.001, and social status F 
(3,48) = 5.33, p = 0.003. There was no significant interaction between training phase and social status 
F (6,48) = 0.38, p = 0.89. This data has therefore been presented separately. Post-hoc tests using the 
Bonferroni adjustment revealed that the mean number of days required to complete phase 1 of training 
were significantly greater (24.91 ± 1.58d) then the days taken to complete both phases 2 (19.2 ± 
1.50d, p = 0.012) and 3 (15.60 ± 1.05d, p < 0.001). No significance was detected between the number 
of days taken to complete training for phases 2 and 3, p = 0.39. (Figure 1). 
 Further post-hoc analysis using the Bonferroni adjustment identified that dominant animals 
(n=4) took a significantly reduced mean number of days to complete all training phases (42.50 ± 
5.15d) compared to both subordinate subdominant animals (n=5) (68.60 ± 4.61d) (p = 0.003) and 
subordinate animals (n=5) (64.60 ± 4.61d) (p = 0.015). No significance was detected between 
dominant subdominant animals (n=6) (59.67 ± 4.21d) and any other social status (dominant, p = 0.78; 
subordinate subdominant, p = 0.95; subordinate, p = 1.0). No significance was detected between 
subordinate subdominant animals and subordinate animals, p = 1.0. (Figure 2). 
5.7. Discussion 
 A stressful stimulus evokes a physiological response in the rat. This response allows rats to 
adapt accordingly to the new stimulus resulting in the adoption of different cognitive strategies 





2006) are two such cognitive factors that have been identified to significantly change under the effects 
of stressful stimuli. These cognitive functions are both critical in the training paradigm of the 
judgment bias test. As hypothesised, subordinate, and subdominant subordinate rats both took 
significantly longer to learn the training paradigm than their dominant cage-mates (figure 2). 
Rats identified to be subordinate using this behavioural ethogram have previously shown significant 
anxiety-like behaviours in the open-field, social-interaction, novel-object recognition and judgment 
bias tests (Barker et al., 2017). These behavioural tests are all highly repeated methods used to assess  
a stress response in  rats (Walsh and Cummins, 1976; Sams-Dodd, 1995; Antunes and Biala, 2012; 
Barker et al. 2016). Therefore, we hypothesise that the subordinate rats in the current study 
experienced a  stress response due to this subordination. This subordination stress is suggested to 
have negatively impacted on the ability of these rats to learn the judgment bias paradigm. In the only 
known previous study of imposed subordination in rats, subordinate males  responded with impaired 
learning, as evidenced by increased step-down latencies in the passive avoidance task (Colas-Zelin et 
al., 2012), and impairment in the animal’s general cognitive ability. Subordinate male rats have also 
responded with increased displays of neophobia in the novel-object recognition test, a common test 
to identify cognitive deficits (Barker et al., 2017b). These findings highlight that psychosocial stress 
as derived from subordination causes significant impairment to the ability of rats to learn simple 
spatial tasks. A possible mechanism for this impairment could be due to corticosterone release as a 
result of the imposed subordination. Male Long-Evans rats treated subcutaneously with 
corticosterone to produce a concentration sufficient to mimic the conditions of mild stress, 
demonstrated impaired learning in a Morris water maze (Bodnoff et al., 1995). Similarly, when tested 
on the rat Iowa Gambling Task (Rivalan et al., 2011) rats responded with impaired decision making 
after experiencing a corticosterone injection directly into the infralimbic cortex (Koot et al., 2014). 
The current study did not include a measure of stress response such as corticosterone. Whilst this is 





collection methods, such a faeces examination (Barker et al. 2017a) were also unavailable since 
interpretation is challenging in the group-housed scenario critical to the study design. It could be 
theorised that dominant animals were in fact more stressed than their subordinate cage-mates; with 
this stress facilitating learning on the judgment bias paradigm. Whilst this is a possibility, previous 
investigations that studied dyadic interactions between rats to identify social hierarchy, do not suggest 
that dominant animals experience a greater psychosocial stress than subordinates (Popova and 
Naumenko, 1972; Militzer and Reinhard, 1982; Hurst et al., 1996). In order to fully characterise the 
true association of social status with stress, further study utilising a range of behavioural and 
physiological measures of the ‘stress response’ would need to be performed.  Previous studies 
conducted in rats have identified similar findings to the current study. Psychosocial stress as imposed 
through the daily changing of cage-mates, led to impaired learning in a spatial water-maze test in 
males (Touyarot et al., 2004; Alzoubi et al., 2009).  Whilst these studies did not test imposed 
subordination as in the present study, the mechanism of effect is argued to be caused in similar ways. 
The disruption of an established social hierarchy results in increased aggressive behaviours to re-
establish a new hierarchy (Burman et al., 2008). However, even in stable hierarchies, low-ranked 
animals challenge other lowly-ranked cage-mates in order to gain a higher social standing (Van Loo 
et al., 2001). This also explains why not every social class was represented equally in each cage. 
Therefore, whilst these caged hierarchies remain ‘stable’, the subordinate animals of these cages are 
still exposed to increased aggressive acts.  The psychosocial stress associated with the daily changing 
of cage-mates could be argued to result from the increased number of aggressive behaviours exhibited 
to re-establish the dominance hierarchy. Subordinate animals in these environments are therefore the 
subjects of increased aggressive acts, thus causing a psychosocial stress similar to imposed 
subordination as described in the current study.  
  The current study is the first to identify the effects of imposed subordination on the ability of rats to 





since it is commonplace to house rats for scientific purposes in groups, in accordance with legislative 
direction (The Guide for the Care and Use of Lab Animals, 2011). However, these housing conditions, 
whilst still superior over single housing (Barker et al. 2017b), do create significant psychosocial stress 
to subordinates housed with dominant cage mates. The findings of the current study therefore 
encourage future studies to account for this social rank in the analysis of data particularly when 
conducting research related to cognitive impairment or learning. The results also indicate that 
subordination stress may play a role in extending the training times associated with judgment bias 
testing. One potential solution to overcome this issue could be the use of other affective state detection 
methods that are not burdened with training times such as attention biases (Bethell et al., 2012; Brilot 
and Bateson, 2012; Lee et al., 2016), or by using a judgment bias paradigm with fewer spatial 
components (Rygula et al., 2015). 
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6.2. Statement of Context 
The exploratory study described in Chapter 3 discussed that oestrous phase cyclicity and associated 
changes in hormonal concentrations could be a significant determining factor of judgement biases in 
the female rat cohort. In addition, the study presented in Chapter 4 identified that having low social 
hierarchal rank is a significant modifier of judgement biases in male rats. These factors, or an 
interaction between social status and oestrous phase, could provide explanation as to why the female 
response was significantly more variable than the response of males. 
Chapter 6 presents a study designed to identify the effects that oestrous phase and social status may 
have on judgement bias expression of female rats. An interaction between oestrous phase and social 
stress had been previously identified in female mice (Palanza et al., 2001), suggesting that oestrous 
phase may modulate social stress. This presented the opportunity to identify if this relationship existed 
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7.2. Statement of Context 
The final experiment conducted during candidature was designed to explore the effects that extinction 
of learning can have on the JBT employed. Extinction of learning is an extremely common limitation 
of JBT methodology. Extinction occurs when the animal subject learns that the ambiguous, 
intermediate stimulus is always unrewarded. This results in animals ceasing display of active 
behaviours. 
The study presented in Chapter 7 was designed to assess if extinction of learning would occur in both 
male and female rats following consecutive exposures to the intermediate probe. Whilst extinction of 
learning was not observed, there was a significant effect on response latency for the interpretation 
made to the ambiguous probe. Whilst optimistic interpretations to the probe were associated with 
significantly decreased response latencies compared to pessimistic interpretations, these differences 
disappeared after seven days of consecutive probe exposures. This work is the first to identify that 
response latency is a weak measure of judgement bias testing, as increased latencies can falsely 
















































































8.1 Research Summary and Main Findings 
This project began with the goal to identify the effects that metabolic cage housing have on the 
affective state of rats, as identified through rat response to a JBT. However, as deployment of the JBT 
continued multiple inconsistencies and confounding variables were encountered. Therefore, the 
majority of this thesis investigated common external and confounding factors that could significantly 
alter rat response to the JBT. Alterations in response could reduce accuracy of data collected from a 
JBT to assess an animal’s welfare state. Findings presented in this thesis will improve the practicality 
and reliability of a JBT and the statistical legitimacy of data collected. The suggestions and provisions 
made throughout this body of work, when incorporated into test design, are argued to enhance the 
validity of the JBT as an accurate assessment technique of animal affect, and therefore animal welfare. 
The initial studies in this research program were designed to determine how metabolic cage housing 
influences the judgement of male and female rats. Both male (Chapters 2 and 3) and female (Chapter 
3) rats housed in metabolic cages responded with significantly fewer displays of optimistic 
judgements in response to the ambiguous stimulus of the JBT. These findings were the first in the 
literature to demonstrate metabolic cage housing to be a significant stressor capable of producing 
negative affect in rats. This is also consistent with the literature, in which it is identified that rodents 
in metabolic cages experience significant behavioural and physiological stress responses (Gomez-
Sanchez and Gomez-Sanchez, 1991; Gil et al., 1999; Eriksson et al., 2004; Kalliokoski et al., 2013; 
Whittaker et al., 2016a). These findings are also in accordance with previous judgement bias studies 
that provide evidence that a lack of environmental enrichment produces pessimistic biases (as 





Significance was observed between animals in metabolic cages and those in control caging (Chapter 
3), however females in open-top caging responded with fewer optimistic biases than males in open-
top caging. Of the JBT studies that utilised both sexes and controlled for this as a factor in analysis 
(Briefer and McElligott, 2013; Asher et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2016; Carreras et al., 2016; Takeshita 
and Sato, 2016), this dissimilarity had been identified only twice previously (at time of writing): in 
rats (Brown et al., 2016) and Japanese Pygmy Squid (Takeshita and Sato, 2016). Of these studies, 
females consistently responded with increased displays of pessimism compared to males. The 
significant lack of literature in this area prompted the need to evaluate why these differences between 
male and female judgement bias expression occurred. An improved understanding of the differences 
between male and female expression to the JBT is argued to improve the efficacy of the JBT for 
animal welfare assessment. The two factors identified and discussed to possibly contribute to this 
effect were social stress, as a result of social subordination, and oestrous cyclicity. 
The studies presented in Chapters 2 and 3 involved moving animals from established, control open-
top cage housing to the metabolic cage test housing. This is a contentious issue and can be argued to 
be a flaw in our experimental design. However, moving animals in such a way is common laboratory 
practice and is discussed in greater details in Chapters 2 and 3. It had been previously discussed that 
males are more resistant than females to changes in social structures (Hurst et al., 1998; Hong et al., 
2012). It has also been discussed that rodents will consistently engage with one another to attempt to 
gain a higher social status (Van Loo et al., 2001). It could be argued that females, who are significantly 
more sensitive than males to changes in social hierarchy, are more likely to respond with more 
pessimistic biases in control housing compared with their male counterparts. This argument could 
perhaps provide some clarification as to why control female animals responded with significantly 
fewer optimistic biases than control males (Chapter 3). Whilst this assumption remains hypothetical, 





modifier of animal affect. As discussed in sections 1.4 and 4.2, only males were utilised in this study 
as the effects of oestrous in a female cohort were yet to be elucidated.  
Chapter 4 presented two experiments, both of which aimed to identify how social status and one of 
either housing density (number of rats per cage) or space allocation (floor area allowance per caged 
animal) would modify rat expression to the JBT. In addition to the JBT, a series of traditional 
behavioural tests were utilised, namely the open-field, social-interaction and novel-object 
recognitions tests. Animals considered to be subordinate in their cage responded with significantly 
reduced optimistic decisions compared to their dominant cage-mates. Subordinate animals also 
responded with significantly reduced percentages of time in the centre of open-field tests and 
displayed significantly fewer social-affiliative behaviours in the social-interaction test. No 
significance was observed for the main effects of social status on performance in the novel-object 
recognition test. Rodent performance in the open-field, social-interaction and novel-object 
recognition tests are all highly repeatable behavioural indicators of a stress response. Rats considered 
to be subordinate consistently responded to the tests with behaviours indicative of being in an anxiety-
like state. Subordination, and the stressors associated with being a subordinate animal, have been 
previously correlated with significant physiological (Blanchard et al., 1993; Lucas et al., 2004; 
Tamashiro et al., 2005) and behavioural adaptations (Abel and Bilitzke, 1990; Inagaki et al., 2005; 
Davis et al., 2009) indicative of a stress response. The data presented in Chapter 4 are the first to 
specifically identify that social stressors associated with subordination are significant enough to 
encourage pessimistic biases in group housed male rats. It also provided evidence that this 
subordination stress can be exacerbated by increased housing density (more rats per cage) and 
increased space area allowance. The major findings of Chapter 4 provide evidence that future studies 
utilising a JBT in group-housed animals should consider social status as a fixed effect in statistical 





With Chapter 4 providing evidence that social status can be a significant modifier of animal 
expression to the JBT, social status was considered as a fixed effect for analysis of data presented in 
Chapters 5 and 6. The studies presented in Chapters 5 and 6 were conducted in tandem with the main 
aim to investigate the effects of oestrous and oestrous cycle rotation on judgement bias expression. 
Chapter 5, presented as a short communication, details the effects that imposed subordination has on 
animal learning. This chapter was designed to investigate efficiency of the JBT training paradigm, as 
a major limitation of the continued and widespread use of the JBT are its considerably long training 
times (Brydges and Hall, 2017). At the time of writing, only one previous study had identified the 
effects of imposed subordination on animal learning. Imposed subordination being defined as the 
social stress experienced by a subordinate animal following continuous housing with a dominant 
cage-mate. As hypothesised, subordinate animals took a significantly increased number of days to 
learn the training requirements of the JBT compared to their dominant cage-mates. This finding 
suggests that the complex social-dynamics associated with group-housed animals can contribute to 
lengthy training times associated with use of a JBT. A potential solution to this issue is discussed in 
section 8.2.2. 
Chapter 6 aimed to investigate how the specific effects of oestrous cycle rotation impact the 
judgement of female rats to the JBT. Social status was also considered as a factor for analysis, 
however, no interaction between oestrous phase and social status was observed. The oestrous cycle 
in rats is short, lasting only 4-6 days (Goldman et al., 2007). The JBT design utilised in this thesis 
involved testing animals once a day, over a 5-day period. This testing regime is a common theme of 
JBTs designed for use in rats (Brydges et al., 2011; Brydges et al., 2012; Chaby et al., 2013). It is 
therefore sensible to suggest that each day of testing can coincide with a new phase of oestrous. 
Chapter 6 details that rats in the dioestrous phase responded with a significantly increased percentage 
of pessimistic interpretations compared to each other phase (oestrus, metoestrus and proestrus). Each 





present (Paccola et al., 2013; Levine, 2015). These hormones have been associated with significant 
changes in behaviour for both mice and rats (Marcondes et al., 2001; Agrati et al., 2005; Plappert et 
al., 2005; Walf et al., 2008; Devall et al., 2009). Female rats in the dioestrous phase have previously 
responded with behaviours highly associated with anxiety and depression (Marcondes et al., 2001; 
Devall et al., 2009). This supports study findings of Chapter 6 that females in dioestrous are more 
inclined to respond pessimistically to a JBT. These findings are the first to identify a significant effect 
of oestrous phase cyclicity on judgement bias expression in rats. The effects of oestrous may provide 
explanation as to why male and female expression to the JBT is not equivalent. It is suggested that 
oestrous phase should be monitored or controlled for in future JBT studies that utilise a female rodent 
subject.  
The final study, presented in Chapter 7, is another applied investigation to the mechanistic basis of 
the JBT methodology and was aimed to investigate the effects of learning extinction. Male rats were 
exposed to the ambiguous probe of the JBT for 11 consecutive days. It was hypothesised that the rats 
would eventually cease display of the active behaviour (digging in the sand) after they had learned 
that the ambiguous probe was never rewarded. However, extinction was not observed, every rat made 
the active response for each probe exposure, suggesting that extinction would not occur following 11 
consecutive probe exposures. What was significant, however, was the latency of these active 
responses. Following day 8, there was a significant increase in time taken for rats to make the active 
response. This increase in latency was experienced for both an optimistic and pessimistic 
interpretation to the ambiguous probe. Despite this, response latency has been used in multiple JBT 
studies using both mice and rats, with pessimism commonly associated with increased response 
latency (Burman et al., 2008; Burman et al., 2009; Boleij et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; Kloke et 





8.2 Future Direction 
8.2.1 Physiological Disconnect and Home Cage Testing. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, judgement bias testing, in and of itself, could be a positive event for 
animals (Keen et al., 2014). The familiar testing arena utilised and propensity to being rewarded have 
previously been suggested to encourage optimistic responses to the ambiguous probe (Keen et al., 
2014). Data presented in Chapter 3 disputes these assertions as pessimistic biases were observed. 
However, a correlation between pessimistic biases with a physiological indicator of stress 
(corticosterone or tyrosine-hydroxylase concentrations) failed to be observed. It was suggested that 
constantly moving animals from the stressful, metabolic cage housing into this assumed positive 
apparatus would encourage animals to be in a comparatively more positive affective state compared 
to remaining in metabolic cages indefinitely. Being housed continuously in metabolic cages would 
be typical of the routine use of these cages for research purposes. The constant removal of these 
animals can perhaps provide some explanation as to why no physiological correlates of stress were 
observed. This is despite multiple reports in the literature of a rodent physiological stress response 
being mounted to these cages (Gomez-Sanchez and Gomez-Sanchez, 1991; Gil et al., 1999; Eriksson 
et al., 2004). As pessimistic biases were still observed, we can also be certain that a behavioural 
indicator of stress was still being detected. The failure to correlate pessimistic biases with a 
physiological indicator of stress suggests that cognitive biases are perhaps more sensitive than 
physiological correlates of a stress response. However, without a JBT design that can be performed 
in the home cage and/or experimental unit this discussion remains hypothetical. Future JBT designs 
should be developed that do not require animals to be moved to a unique testing arena but can be 
performed in the natural home cage and/or environment of the animal. 
8.2.2 Response Latency 
In Chapter 7 it was demonstrated that response latency is a comparatively weak response variable for 





studies (Burman et al., 2008; Burman et al., 2009; Boleij et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012; Kloke et 
al., 2014) to identify pessimistic bias. Data presented in Chapter 7 suggests that use of response 
latency as the only variable of interest in a JBT can be problematic over time. Without the active 
response component of the design utilised, it would be reasonable to assume that increased latency to 
respond (as seen from day 8 onwards) could be indicative of pessimism. However, as the optimistic 
decision was still made, it highlights the inaccuracy of response latency as the sole response variable 
in a JBT. This discussion further supports the argument for using an active choice JBT over a go/no-
go design and encourages future JBT and cognitive bias studies in general to ensure that response 
latency is not the sole response variable of interest. 
8.2.3 Applied Use and Attention Biases 
Whilst use of a JBT to identify animal affect as a novel welfare assessment method has proven to be 
successful, the data presented in this thesis suggests the JBT has limitations as a practical indicator 
of animal welfare. The JBT is a reliable indicator of both positive and negative affect, however it is 
associated with extremely complex design, an involved training procedure and is labour and time 
intensive. The goal of this thesis was to improve the accuracy of JBT data by identifying and 
controlling for previously undiscussed external factors that could impact the judgement of rats. This 
goal was achieved and the JBT design used is still argued to have utility in a research and teaching 
scenario. The need to expedite JBT testing has been previously identified (Lee et al., 2016; Brydges 
and Hall, 2017), however, it is of the author’s opinion that the complex associative elements involved 
in animals learning a JBT make it an impractical candidate as an applied welfare assessment 
technique. 
A new area of study in the cognitive bias literature involves identification of attention-biases. An 
attention bias can be demonstrated when an animal in a negative affective state directs more of their 
attention to a threatening stimulus compared to those animals experiencing positive affect (Lee et al., 





Bar-Haim et al., 2007), there have been limited validation studies in non-human animals. Attention 
biases have been identified in starlings (Brilot and Bateson, 2012), rhesus macaques (Bethell et al., 
2012b), sheep (Lee et al., 2016) and cattle (Lee et al., 2017). Whilst these methods are still in their 
relative infancy, evidence suggests that attention bias testing may be a significantly more practical 
cognitive assessment technique with improved utility in applied settings. There is an immediate need 
to validate an attentional bias test in laboratory rodents. 
8.3 Conclusion 
The suggestions made throughout this thesis are argued to increase the quality of JBT experimental 
design and statistical accuracy of data collected from such a design. Factors such as social status have 
a requirement to be controlled for in future, as does the phase of oestrous cyclicity in a female cohort 
of animals. Whilst the JBT may have limited use as a welfare assessment technique in applied 
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